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It’s difficult to think about how any facet of our lives hasn’t been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and how we
grieve is certainly no exception.

LOVED ONES HOSPITALIZED
The virus is highlighting new challenges in the medical arena. A particularly difficult one is that hospital patients must be
isolated in order to control the spread of infection. As a patient’s loved ones are often unable to accompany them to
hospital, and because patients with COVID-19 can deteriorate quickly, the importance of conversations about advance
care planning becomes critically important. With an advance care plan in place, relatives and clinicians have a much
clearer idea what the patient would want medically, even if they become too ill to express it.  For the caregivers, this level
of preparedness can translate into a better grieving and bereavement process for individuals, as there will be less doubt
about whether the right decision was made for a loved one.

GRIEVING ALONE
Grieving alone is a uniquely difficult, unnatural feature of bereavement due to COVID-19. A common impulse in the
depths of grief is to seek comfort in the arms of close family members and friends, yet COVID-19 can make this
impossible, and those grieving are finding themselves alone and isolated. But those who are grieving, and their friends,
families and communities, should be encouraged to reach out to others however they can – online, by telephone or by
writing letters. While these methods can never replace physical, face-to-face interaction, they can be an effective way of
demonstrating love and care.

FUNERALS IN ISOLATION
From a practice perspective, coronavirus and social distancing measures have brought about changes in how we mourn
and create closure or say good-bye to our loved ones. Adaptations in funeral services will affect bereaved relatives’ ability
to mourn. However, many funeral directors are responding to the need for families to grieve while in isolation. Consider
methods to engage others who are not there in person. Services that are live streamed or recorded, as well as, the order
of services, music and poems could be shared. People who are bereaved over the coming months might want to organize
a simple service at this stage and arrange a memorial or celebration service later. It is important to bring people together
to remember and celebrate the person who has died, even if that occasion needs to be delayed. 
 
As COVID-19 progresses over the coming months, our personal, professional and collective compassion will be put to the
test. Some of us have lost a loved one while others are trying to support friends or co-workers who have experienced
loss.  Even if we haven't experienced the death of someone close to us, we are all grieving many other losses including
loss of physical connections and social support due to social distancing, loss of jobs and routines, and loss of a sense of
safety. We are all navigating new norms amidst many unknowns.  
It may be helpful to talk to a professional about the feelings and thoughts that you are experiencing at this unprecedented
time. Give your EAP a call to speak with a counselor
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